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'INVESTMENT', NOT 'GRANTS'

“ [T]he cultural industries are seen as complex value chains where profit is extracted at key nodes in the 
chain through control of production investment and distribution and the key 'creative' labour is exploited 
not ... through the wage bargain, but through contracts determining the distribution of profits to various 
rights holders negotiated between parties with highly unequal power. ... [T]he political economy approach 
placed its major emphasis on the technologies of distribution, on the ways in which key economic and 
regulatory debates were to be seen as struggles over access to distribution under shifting technological 
conditions without any necessary effect on either the nature of the product being distributed or the relation 
with the audience. In particular, this analysis stressed the ways in which the profits of the whole process 
were returned to controllers of technological distribution systems rather than to the original producers of 
the cultural products or services.” (Nicholas Garnham, 2005)

As culture minsister, Linda Fabiani stated during the bill which sought to replace Scottish Screen and the 
Scottish Arts Council: 
“If formed, Creative Scotland will add to the range of funding sources available to artists and creative 
practitioners. As well as grants, it will develop a wider portfolio of funding methods including loans and 
investments." 

This is reinforced further in the same Sunday Herald article: 
"A spokeswoman from the Creative Scotland transition team said: 'Creative Scotland will be looking at a 
range of alternative investment models, with the aim of finding and increasing sources of funding.' Tax 
incentives, venture capital, loans and corporate investment are all potential models previously mentioned 
by the transition team."

Jeremy Purvis MSP challenged the Culture Minister over the : 
“provision to provide loans for business enterprise, although we still do not know how that will be 
delivered, or, indeed, what priority the new organisation will give to business support – as opposed to 
acting as a grant-making organisation for arts bodies – as there must be some form of financial 
assistance and there will be a cost in Creative Scotland providing such services.”

MICRO-FINANCE

The Scottish Arts Council / Scottish government collaboration dropped its tender for a '21st Century 
financing for the arts and creative industries in Scotland Study'. There was no publicly-commissioned 
academic research in Scotland into the impact of Cultural or Creative loans or IPR exploitation. Nor 
independent research on financing that examined the depth and effect of the economic crisis in Scotland. 
A fundamental absence – there was no new or existing contextual evidence-based research on which to 
take the decision to facilitate the introduction of loans, now enshrined in the bill regardless of the 
unknown risks to the sector(s) they failed to consult.

This represents a significant shift from existing public sector models of support (however partial and 
problematic they continue to be with regard to elite power and their exercise of cultural taste) to a more 
commercial model of exploitation still ultimately based on monopoly power.

Exemplifying the abandonment of research-based policy for policy-based research, the BOP Creative 
Financing Report (October 2010), a 'consultancy' on loans / micro-credit was commissioned by Shetland 
Arts Trust. Its Director, Gwilym Gibbons, is on the Board of Creative Scotland. Criticisms of the technique 
and confluence of interests aside, a battery of empirical study exists critical of such an individualistic focus 
of development intervention, finding that it improves cash flow but doesn't create wealth merely 'debt 
cycles' – 'soft loans' remove cash poverty, but only elusively. Micro-credit remains exploitative in terms of 
rates of interest to the benefit of banks finding a convenient route to increase lendings and a growing 
consumer market to target. "In attributing the cause of poverty to insufficient access to credit [or lack of 
fiscal discipline], micro finance evangelists obscure the generative mechanism behind much poverty – an 
unequal distribution of powers at the local, national and international level" (B. Mishra and Purusottam 
Nayak, Dibrugarh University, 2004). "The micro-credit ʻmovementʼ has eroded community feelings, 
systematically blunted peoples' political sharpness, and is side-tracking the critical question of livelihoods 
security (Dr Sudhirendar Sharma, development analyst attached to the Delhi-based the Ecological 



Foundation)."

In the processes of introducing speculation and risk – exploration of intellectual property right- and profit-
orientated approaches to ʻinvestmentʼ – should we consider why Ewan Brown, an ex-banker complicit in 
demutualisation and deregulation of financial services, was placed in charge of overseeing Creative 
Scotland Ltd and its metamorphosis? That while these changes appear as the logical consequences of 
the method, are they in fact its preconditions, as Purvis asked?

There is no basis for suggesting loans will not be a wedge into existing grant funding. A more pessimistic 
view is justified. The use of Lottery funds points to the real possibility that targeted credit systems would 
operate as the thin end of a wedge into grants.

There is no assessment proving the viability of "loan style financing", which would include a 
comprehensive risk and impact assessment that one would expect prior to any attempts at justifying 
'demand'. Post-2008 we should all be aware that fostering a culture of carelessness with regard to 
markets is a failure of responsible regulation and oversight.

Loans and IPR exploitation do not constitute a positive spending injection into the real economy, they 
contribute to finance restructuring leading to a concentration of wealth and centralisation of banking 
power. Loans serve to increase public debt overnight (see the disaster following the introduction of artists' 
loans in Catalonia) and are part of a spiralling debt crisis, part of an approach that is at the core of the 
global economic crisis. For those of us who believe in defending a public sector, fundamentally, the 
introduction of loans is to extract user fees for public services.

CROWDSOURCING – a competition-based approach to 'innovation'

This shift (celebrated as diversification) is evidenced in Dixon's interview reference to Central Station. 
Central Station was made up of Channel4 (4iP) and originally NESTA money (the common link being 
Stuart Cosgrove) but Channel4 recently pulled or are pulling 4iP, making clear the instability and market 
vulnerability of this model.

As the state seeks to reorganise and in part withdraw its already limited forms of public sector support 
while economically mobilising culture, Central Station remains in essence not financial 'crowdsourcing' 
but a redistributive mechanism of public funds, and a not insignificant draw on them, while undertaking 
the disciplinary function of normalising the task of competing in attracting 'investment'. Aside from the 
redistributive carrot of pubic money to pump-prime Central Station's artificial market relevance, to 
effectively incentivise social networks through small-time financialisation, even AN had to pose it as a 
question: If raising support and funding through social networks and online media (viral funding that's still 
reliant on a metropolitan mass of consumers in the flesh) offers a viable alternative to conventional 
funding methods? 

Central Station's larger exploitation of free content in the form of user content and those providing it goes 
unmentioned. While US-based crowdsourcing sites take a percentage cut of money raised at set stages 
in the process, including financial penalties for failing to reach your own target.

Compare this risk and degree of cannibalism to the Foundation Organisations' security. More importantly, 
as the essence of social networks is reduced to one of vehicle for career opportunism, what does that say 
about sociability within the arts?

The Guardian (2009) reported that "[Nesta] has also faced allegations of cliquishness and a lack of 
transparency. A report from the House of Commons select committee on science and technology, 
published in 2002, voiced its concern that Nesta's system for selection to its coveted fellowships left it 
'open to accusations of networking or favouritism'." With these criticisms of anti-democratic tendencies 
being common political knowledge, why is Nesta looking like the influential model for Creative Scotland 
with a proposed "flexible pool of Development Officers working on a project basis" where "Creative 
Scotland must take the lead in developing ideas and possibilities for projects. The Portfolio Managers will 
have a standing responsibility to identify and define potential projects"? Which stands in contradiction to 
the weak expression that "Creative Scotland must be open to suggestions and invitations from its partners 
and stakeholders", ultimately dependant on the tastes, political and market interests of whoever 
determines those "partners and stakeholders".
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http://www.variant.org.uk/events/art+labour/Art+Labour.html#L2

CASE STUDIES MATERIAL - LOANS
Credit Markets - micro-finance : the individualistic focus of development intervention
http://www.variant.org.uk/events/art+labour/rentiers.pdf

Creative Financing: feasibility study into financial mechanisms for supporting small-scale creative 
activity in Scotland
Shetland Arts with support from Mission Models Money, Creative Scotland and Highlands and Islands 
Enterprise
Final Report, January 2011
"...There are plans to explore the implications of this new study alongside other related work that has 
been recently published or is in the final stages of research at a national event later in year."
http://www.shetlandarts.org/new-national-study-into-small-scale-creative-finance/
http://www.shetlandarts.org/images/2011/06/Creative-Financing-Feasibility-Study-2011.pdf

Microcredit doesn't work - it's now official
Milford Bateman, September 20, 2011
http://opinion.bdnews24.com/2011/09/20/microcredit-doesnʼt-work-–-itʼs-now-official/


